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This 25th anniversary edition of Steven Levys classic book traces the exploits of the computer revolutions original

hackers - those brilliant and eccentric nerds from the late 1950s through the early 80s who took risks bent the rules

and pushed the world in a radical new direction With updated material from noteworthy hackers such as Bill Gates

Mark Zukerberg Richard Stallman and Steve Wozniak Hackers is a fascinating story that begins in early computer

research labs and leads to the first home computers Levy profiles the imaginative brainiacs who found clever and

unorthodox solutions to computer engineering problems They had a shared sense of values known as the hacker

ethic that still thrives today Hackers captures a seminal period in recent history when underground activities blazed

a trail for todays digital world from MIT students finagling access to clunky computer-card machines to the DIY

culture that spawned the Altair and the Apple II Amazon com Exclusive The Rant Heard Round the World By

Steven Levy Author Steven Levy When I began researching Hackers-so many years ago that its scary-I thought Id

largely be chronicling the foibles of a sociologically weird cohort who escaped normal human interaction by

retreating to the sterile confines of computers labs Instead I discovered a fascinating funny cohort who wound up

transforming human interaction spreading a culture that affects our views about everything from politics to

entertainment to business The stories of those amazing people and what they did is the backbone of Hackers Heroes

of the Computer Revolution But when I revisited the book recently to prepare the 25th Anniversary Edition of my

first book it was clear that I had luckily stumbled on the origin of a computer and Internet related controversy that

still permeates the digital discussion Throughout the book I write about something I called The Hacker Ethic my

interpretation of severa
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